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Portuguese Dreams
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Part of the Dreaming Girls series, this design by Barbara Ana, is a celebration of Portugal and everything
Portuguese, as seen through the dreamers eyes. Is she away from home, feeling a bit sad, and trying to bring back
visions of her beloved home country?

 

As tears flow from her eyes, a melody seems to escape from the girl's mind, with musical notes and a guitar
echoing her thoughts, a distant tune of Fado, speaking of saudad, sorrows and joys?

Portugal is surrounded by the sea, and so its people. The landscape features a tiny harbour, houses clumped
together right on the wharf, a nautical buoy marking the port entrance. A sailing ship can be seen in the distance. A
swarm of tiny flying fish jump over the waves, in a silver splash.  Deep below a giant fish seems unconcerned,
gently blowing bubbles.

 

The pattern is full of Barbara Ana's beloved vibrant colors, maybe evenmore so than usual, contrasted with black.
Many items are evocative of traditional Portuguese crafts. Spot the cockerel shaped earings or the pretty
embroidered blouse. The design is stitched on a dark cobblestone background, in 32ct Zweigart Murano evenweave
in color 7025, that is a good backdrop for the luminous colors of the pattern.
 

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see more Dreaming Girls patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Portuguese Dreams

Chart size in stitches: 117 x 87 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 32ct Murano by Zweigart ,in color 7025 Dark Cobblestone/Granite

size of stitched area: 7.3 x 5.5 inch (18,5 x 13,8 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-portuguese-dreams-cross-stitch-xml-697_293-4198.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/sourcing-zweigart-needlework-fabrics-32ct-murano-evenweave-dark-cobblestone-7025-pxl-8_57_250.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/dreaming-girls-cross-stitch-patterns-barbara-designs-xsl-296_302_715.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4198&w=117&h=87


Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: color & BW

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 18

Themes: Portugal, fado, fish, music, melancholy, sea, tears

 

>> see all patterns with Fish and Sealife (all designers)

>> see all patterns related to Music (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/fish-sealife-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-211_277_649.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/music-arts-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-697_293.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-portuguese-dreams-cross-stitch-xml-697_293-4198.html

